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Randi’s history goes back to 1878 when ”Dørgrebs-

fabrikken” at Randers began manufacturing cast 

metal handles for the building industry. 

Our series of lever handles have been developed 

in collaboration with leading Danish architects, 

and they are recognised by professionals through-

out the world for their technical and aesthetic 

quality - and their timeless, elegant Scandinavian 

design.
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C.F. Møller Architects

Friis & Moltke Design

Architect Jørn Schütze

Architects Benedicte & Poul Erik Find

Since the beginning, Randi’s design philosophy 

has been: Simplicity and flexibility. To create the 

best possible function in the most suitable material 

using the simplest possible expression.
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C.F. Møller Architects is one of Scandinavia’s oldest and larg-
est architectural practices. The collaboration with C.F. Møller 
Architects began in the mid-eighties with the construction of 
“Skejby Hospital”. A whole new series of lever handles and trim 
was designed for the project. 

This timeless series, with the lever handle 1060 as flagship, 
and the matching escutcheons and backplates, has become 
a real classic in the Randi-Line® range. Available in stainless 
steel and brass.

no 1060

Randi-Line® 1060 - C.F. Møller Architects
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Randi-Line® Komé 
C.F. Møller Architects

Architecture, function and ergonomics are the foundations
of a new and exciting series of trim, Randi-Line® Komé, 
designed by C.F. Møller Architects and representing a serious 
contender for a modern classic, with the familiar Randi quality. 

Randi-Line® Komé is a complete series of lever handles, 
thumb turn, escutcheons and backplates.

Available in stainless steel and brass.



no RW1073

Randi-Line® Komé RAW
C.F. Møller Architects

Komé RAW is a variant of the original Randi-Line® Komé 
lever handle. This “raw” and unground version of the lever 
handle fits perfectly in buildings with a rough or “industrial“ 
expression. 

Komé RAW can be used in combination with the existing 
roses and backplates from the Randi-Line® series, fx with a 
painted finish - an impressive contrast to the raw finish of 
the lever handle.

Komé RAW is available in stainless steel and brass.



Friis & Moltke are noted within the design world for their 
all-round attention to detail, often in stark contrast to more 
traditional designs within the sector.

Randi-Line® Square is a combination of satin stainless
steel and black composite - an impressive contrast
in material and finish. Randi-Line® Square is a range of
lever handles, escutcheons and backplates meeting the
demands of modern building.
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Randi-Line® Square
Friis & Moltke Design 
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Randi-Line® Grata
Friis & Moltke Design 
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”Grata” means welcome, and its welcoming appearance
is the main feature of Friis & Moltke’s Grata lever handle.
A vital detail for a lever handle. 

The handle features a unique mix of materials, making it 
possible to create harmony with the interior of the build-
ing. The Grata lever handle is available in three variants: 
Stainless steel, stainless steel with oak or stainless steel 
with black POM.
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Jørn Schütze designed the classic Randi-Line® thumb turn, 
for use on all escutcheons and backplates in the Randi-
Line® series. The thumb turn, in stainless steel or brass, is 
also available in a smaller variant for narrow profile doors, 
and a longer variant for people with physical disabilities. 

Jørn Schütze has also designed lever handle 1040 with 
matching window handle, in the same style as the timeless 
thumb turn.

Randi-Line® 1040
Architect Jørn Schütze
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For the past 25 years, with building history as their area of 
specialisation, Benedicte & Poul Erik Find/Tegnestuen
Hindevadgaard, have carried out renovation of older build-
ings, churches etc.

The Classic-Line® range was developed for use in older
buildings worthy of preservation. Classic-Line® is a 
comprehensive series of elegant architectural hardware 

and accessories made from solid, polished brass. 

Classic-Line® 
Benedicte & Poul Erik Find / Architects m.a.a.
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